EUFN - iShares MSCI Europe Financials ETF

Source: Bloomberg

Earnings dates for largest holdings in EUFN:
-

HSBC 8/3
SAN 7/26
ALV GR 8/4
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-

BNP FP 8/3
ING 8/3
UBS 7/28
LLOY LN 7/27
BBVA 7/27
ZURN VX 8/11
GLE FP 8/4

What did we learn from JPM, WFC, PNC, and C earnings? The lending and regulatory environment for the
banks are improving. However, on the investment bank side, the trading environment remains challenging. I
don’t think much will change with earnings from MS, BAC, GS, etc. and the European Financials.
Conclusion: Considering that many (but not all) of the Investment Banks business lines have improved, I think
the Financials both U.S. and European can “grind” higher. Clearly, there is interest in EUFN both on the ETF
flow side and in options but I think there may be opportunity to buy a little bit cheaper than current prices (as
history has shown with ETF inflows). I will look at buying a “starter” position in EUFN next week and watch
for a “dip” to buy a larger position lower.
Video of breakdown: https://youtu.be/_JWUBlnJnik
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Source: Bloomberg

follow @cfromhertz for the longer trend view.
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